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ABSTRACT We show theoretically that extending pore models to allow for fluctuations between configurations with
different energy profiles results in the prediction of coupling between fluxes and forces of different species diffusing
through singly occupied pores. Considering the case of a one-site, two-barrier pore capable of existing in two states, and
using Eyring rate theory to describe the translocation of two permeant species, the flux of each is found to be linked to
the driving force of the other via cross coefficients that are given as explicit functions of concentrations and potential,
and that obey Onsager's relations when the system is near equilibrium. Conditions for the existence of coupling are that
both states of the channel be permeable to both diffusing species and that the peaks of the two energy barrier shift by
different amounts during the state transition of the pore. Some implications of this model on phenomena of biological
interest are discussed briefly.
INTRODUCTION
Models for ion permeation based on Eyring rate theory
have been generalized to the case of channels fluctuating
between states with different energy profiles (1, 2). An
interesting result of this extension is that one-ion pore
models acquire characteristics that are usually regarded as
indicative of multi-ion occupancy. For example, the con-
ductance can have a maximum as a function of ion
concentration, a feature well known for multi-ion channels
(3), but inconsistent with one-ion pore models with fixed
energy barriers (4). This paper shows that, for a one-
particle pore in the presence of two permeant species, the
interaction between the kinetics of permeation and that of
fluctuation can induce a coupling between the fluxes
similar to that postulated in nonequilibrium thermody-
namics. Because the two particles can be either both ionic,
or both neutral, or one ionic and one neutral, the equations
we obtain are susceptible to various applications of interest
in membrane transport. For example, when one species is
ionic and the other neutral, they describe a simple mecha-
nism whereby the flux of a nonelectrolyte can be driven by
the electro-chemical potential gradient of an ion, as is
generally postulated to occur in cotransport phenomena.
DESCRIPTION OF THE MODEL AND
RESULTS
For simplicity, the analysis is restricted to a one-site,
two-barrier pore, as shown in Fig. 1. The fluctuations of the
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energy profiles are described by single kinetic steps
between two classes of states, referred to as "normal" and
"polarized," according to a nomenclature used previously
(1, 2). Because two permeant species are considered, A and
B, and the internal site can be empty, occupied by A, or
occupied by B, the channel can exist in six different states:
three "normal" and three "polarized" (see Fig. 2).
For simplicity we shall make the following assumptions:
(a) the peaks of the energy barriers are half-way between
the external solutions and the internal site. (b) The loca-
tions of the peaks and of the internal site (measured in
fractions of the applied voltage) are the same for the two
particles and are not altered by the state transitions of the
pore. (c) The rate constants for such transitions are not
functions of voltage, but depend on whether the pore is
empty, occupied by A or occupied by B.
The meaning of the symbols used for the rate constants
should be clear from Figs. 1 and 2 and their legends.
Because the rate constants for entrance, v', and v", depend
on the external concentrations, they can be written in the
form
= p'C' " = p"C". (1)
In Eyring theory, the rate constants are proportional to the
exponential of the free energy difference per unit mole (in
units of RT, the molar gas constant and absolute tempera-
ture) between the site in which the particle is located and
the peak of the barrier it crosses. Writing explicitly the
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FIGURE 1 Energy profiles of the channel in its normal and polarized
states. In the equations, the rate constants for permeation bear one-letter
subscripts, A or B (to identify the species), in the case of normal channels,
and two-letter subscripts, PA or PB, in the case of polarized channels.
electric component of the energy due to the applied
voltage, v' and V" become
I= piCieazu/2 vIt - it"C"e-z/2(fla)
where z is the valency, a and ,3 are the fractional electric
distances shown in Fig. 1, u (=u' - u") is potential in units
of RT/F, C' and C" are external concentrations, and the
bars over p' and p" designate the values of these rate
constants when u = 0. (A bar over a symbol will be used
consistently to indicate its value at zero potential.) The
steady state fluxes are calculated by a standard procedure
outlined in the Appendix, the most interesting result being
that, in general, the flow of each species is a function of the
"driving forces" conjugated with both. More precisely, the
expressions for the fluxes, OA and OB, can be written in the
form
and the coefficients, L, are functions of the rate constants,
of the external concentrations and of the potential. Because
coupling is the interesting feature of these equations, we
shall concentrate on the coefficients, LAB and LBA, while the
equations for LA and LB, which are rather lengthy, are
given for completeness in the Appendix. LAB can be
expressed in the form
L
S- ZA (U - UA)
LAB=2--WA WB C CACBCcoshA 2
where
= PAPPB ALB MPA KBKPA;
- Pi -,
I ppi
(4)
(i = Aor B). (5)
A, given in Eq. Al 3, is a polynomial of second degree in the
four variables, CA CA, C'B, CjB. The reciprocal coefficient,
LBA, is obtained from Eq. 4 by merely interchanging the
subscripts A and B. Because S and A remain unaltered, as
is shown in the Appendix, LAB will differ from LBA only for
the argument of the hyperbolic cosine. However, when the
system is sufficiently close to equilibrium, we shall have
cosh t1 and LAB = LBA, in agreement with Onsager's
relations. In this limit, CA C'A CA, C'B CB CB,
ZA(U - UA) 0O, and Eq. 4 reduces to
LAB = -SWAWB
CACB
Yo + YACA + 'YB CB + YAACA + 2-YABCACB + 'BBCB(
ki = L[ 2sinh z(u U)] + Lij[2sinh j( U)]'
iandj = A or B
i : j
where
I I C,(jUiUj) = - On --ZiGj) Cos) iandj = A or B
where the coefficients, -y, are constants deducible from the
general expression for A, Eq. A13. Due to the quadratic
terms, CAand C2, in the denominator, Eq. 6 shows that LAB,
viewed as a function of either CA or CB, increases from zero
to a maximum and vanishes at high concentrations. From
Eq. 4 and the corresponding equation for LBA, it is also seen
that, when the two solutions have the same composition
and when ZA = ZB, the validity of the relation, LAB = LBA, iS
not restricted to situations close to equilibrium, since it
holds true for any potential.
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FIGURE 2 State diagram for the six possible states of the pore. The
unprimed rate constants, v and g, stand for v' + v" and li' + iu",
respectively. The meaning of the primed rate constants is illustrated in
Fig. 1. The other constants, denoted by the letter K, describe the kinetics
of channel fluctuation.
DISCUSSION
We have shown that in a one-particle channel the interac-
tion between the kinetics of transport and that of channel
fluctuation can give rise to cross interactions between the
fluxes and forces of different permeant species. Eq. 4
shows, however, that coupling requires that the three
parameters, S, WA, and WB all be different from zero. As
can be seen from Eqs. 5 and A2, S will differ from zero
only when both species, A and B, permeate normal as well
as polarized channels. Moreover, the requirement that WA
and WB be nonvanishing quantities is equivalent to the
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condition that the two energy peaks of the pore shift
unequally in the transition between the two states. The
justification for this statement follows from the definition
of Wi in Eq. 5 and the recollection that, according to the
formalism of Eyring's rate theory, the ratio, p"/p', is equal
to the exponential of the difference between the two energy
peaks (in units of RT).
Note that, if LAB 7 0, coupling can be either positive
(LAB> 0) or negative (LAB < 0), as in principle there is no
correlation between the signs of WA and WB when A and B
are different molecules. Only when they are chemically
similar (as in the case isotopes), WA and WB must be
practically equal and LAB will be negative. One interesting
consequence of the fact that LAB may not vanish when A
and B are different isotopes of the same chemical species is
that the present model will generally predict deviations
from Ussing flux ratio equation, which in this case are not
related either to active transport or to multi-particle occu-
pancy.
A case of physiological interest to which this model may
be relevant is that in which the flow of a nonelectrolyte is
linked to the driving force of an ion (cotransport). For
example, if A is neutral and B is an ion, and if we also
assume for simplicity that C'A= CA, Eq. 2 predicts that the
flow of A will be driven by the electro-chemical potential
gradient of B according to the equation
0A = 2 LAB sinh ZB(U - UB) (7)
2
The detailed behavior of the flux will clearly depend on
the values assigned to the parameters of the model. How-
ever, Eq. 7 is compatible with the common finding that the
kinetics of cotransport differ according to whether the
driving force is varied by changing the concentration or the
potential gradient (5), since the dependence of LAB on
concentrations in Eq. 4 is manifestly different from its
dependence on potential.
If A and B are both ions, Eq. 2 allows one to derive an
expression for the zero-current potential that can be writ-
ten in the same form as the Goldman-Hodgkin-Katz
equation, the permeability ratio being given by a fraction
of two polynomials, linear in the variables C', CA, CB, C'.
Concentration-dependent permeability ratios have been
measured both in artificial (6, 7) and biological channels
(8, 9), and have been generally interpreted in terms of
multi-ion pores (10, 3), or channels with modulatory bind-
ing sites (11). This model suggests the possibility of still
another explanation.
APPENDIX
Proof that the Parameter S in Eqs. 4 and 5
is Invariant with Respect to the Interchange
of the Subscripts A and B
Fig. 2 shows that the pore can exist in six states. From the requirement
that they be in mutual equilibrium when the concentrations and the
potential are the same in the two solutions, one deduces the six following
relations:
Pi_,i = Pi A ppMAp = p'i/Lpi. (i = A or B)
P-ip'ip KpiK = ijiiKi Kp. (Al)
Solving the last two separately for Kp/K and equating the results, one
finds
PA/IPAPPBAB KBKPA = PB ZPBPPAMA KAKPB (A2)
Because the left-hand side coincides with S, defined in Eq. 5, Eq. A2
proves that this quantity is symmetrical with respect to A and B, and,
consequently, that LAB = LBA near equilibrium.
Outline of the Calculation of the Fluxes and
Explicit Expressions for the Coefficients of
Eq. 2
Using the subscript i to represent either A or B, the number of pores in
each state per unit area will be denoted by N (normal, empty), Np
(polarized, empty), N, (normal, occupied by i), Np; (polarized, occupied
by i). Because the sum of all the Ns is assumed to be constant, we will
have
NT = N + Np + NA + NPA + NB + NPB, (A3)
which implies that only five states are independent. If N is chosen to be
the dependent variable, and if we define for brevity
v = v' + v", A = IA' + A", (A4)
the steady-state values of the five independent Ns are described by the
equations
dNp KpN -KNpdt
+ [ISpANpA + APBNPB] - [z'PA + VpBI Np = 0 (A5)
dN-
d vN jN + KNp - KpN = 0, (i = AorB) (A6)
dNp,
- v,piNp - upiNpi + Kp Ni-K p = 0,dt
(i = A or B). (A7)
Once the Ns are evaluated, the steady-state fluxes of A and B can be
calculated from
Oi
= pi' - 1,j + 4PjNp- AjNp;
-
O, (i = A or B). (A8)
With algebraic rearrangements Eq. A8 can be written in the form of Eq.
2, where the coefficients are lengthy functions. Here we shall give the
expressions for LA and shall complete (by defining A) that for LAB, it being
understood that LB and LBA are obtained from the other two by simply
interchanging the subscripts A and B. It is useful, in order to shorten the
equations, to define the following quantities
K= K + Kp, k. = K. + Kp; (i = A or B) (A9)
uim= bAi(Ki +d pi) + KpEqp. (i= A or B),(Ay 0)
the unprimed A's being defined in Eq. A4. LA iS finally given by
TA + TPA
LA=
'A (Al 1)
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where
TA = ICAC{S|QBPA [Kii (KA + APA)
+ KKPA ApA + KAIAiVPA] + -, -,
PB PPB
* EIPB CB + PBPBCP B + VZCCB, (PPBP + PBPPB)
cs.ZB(U - UB) 1PPA] (12*cosh 2 J ,-AJ (A12)
and TpA is obtained from TA by interchanging normal with polarized
states; that is, by removing in TA the subscript P from the rate constants
that bear it and adding it to those that don't. The quantity A, that appears
in the definitions of LA and LAB, is found to be given by
A=KAQB + AA + AB (A13)
where
AA = QB {[K(kA + APA) + KPAAPA] PA
+ [KP(KA + ISA) + KAMAJAVPA + KAVAvPAI
+ [1MPAKPA(KB + AB) + ABKB(KA + APA)IVAVPB (A 1 4)
and AB is obtained from AA by interchanging the subscripts A and B.
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